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Building Home in Our Sister Village
Our sister village of Mutianyu, China, nestled into the hillside below the
imposing Great Wall, rivals all the national treasures of that vast country. Not
only is Mutianyu a world class tourist attraction as a gateway to the Great
Wall, but our sister village is a working, living tribute to the people who reside
there.
A new book recently published in Australia highlights the ethereal world of
home and hearth cradled in the shadow of the great Great Wall in Mutianyu.
This exciting book is a "must-have" tome for every coffee table from
Massachusetts to China. Great Wall Style: Building Home with Jim Spear is an
exciting blend of creativity, inspiration and description of homes with
unparalleled beauty.
Written by Tessa Cheek, the text is interspersed with profound color images
by Jim's daughter, Emily, and Robert McLeod. Words adorn the pages, aptly
describing the simple, majestic beauty and the ultimate tranquility of the
homes Jim transformed from humble peasant abodes into exquisite living
facilities. The photographs in this book more than do justice to the homes and
the scenic beauty that surround them; they also underscore an abiding sense
of intrinsic peace that Jim has gently infused into every home he has restored
or built. This book goes to the top of my list as an incredible tribute to an
amazing process of transforming humble homes into unique architectural

accomplishments of the highest realm.
Tradition coupled with modern building techniques come to fruition early in
Jim's process of creating a home. On a second trip to China in August of 2007
we sister villagers (Jordan and Sarah Alber, Connie and Al Willis, Debby
Wheeler, Janet Gerry, Susan Scott, Ruth Felton, Donald Williams, Marion
Stafford, Sue Samoriski) watched in awe as one of Jim's brand new homes was
christened with "bai jiu" or White Lightning. The Chinese-style "roof-raising"
celebration was the occasion of the final roof beam being pounded into place
completing a safe haven for the owners of the new home. We stood in
anticipation as a workman swiftly walked across the very top roof beam
sprinkling a full bottle of the magic elixir along the way. Another beam a bit
lower was also doused in the same manner. It was thrilling to witness the
christening of yet another one of Jim's masterpieces. We shook hands with the
strikingly handsome businessman from Scandinavia whose home it was to be.
There was a loud cheer as Jim and the new owner acknowledged their
accomplishment thus far, and then the fireworks began. Firecrackers strung
across the beams exploded in the air, heavy with dust and filled with the sweet
scent of a summer's day. The noise was deafening. The smoke was amazing. It
did not stop. Round after round of wild firecrackers went off; people held their
ears, grinning, laughing, shouting. Amid the rubble of construction we stood
amazed at the ceremony, awed by the local custom, glad we had been invited
to this auspicious, personal occasion. At last the noise abated; the smoke
spiraled aimlessly downward, the air still filled with the smell of White
Lightning and firecracker dust. After all, fireworks had been invented in China!
Dusk descended on Mutianyu. Jim had worked another miracle.
Years later as the official delegation from Shelburne Falls, our group of 9
western Massachusetts travelers (Stan Rosenberg, Dena Willmore, John and
Margaret Payne, Lynn Dole, Ginny Ray, Paul Cheng, Ann Hamilton, Sue
Samoriski) was privileged to sojourn in several of Jim's creations. Many of his
homes are available for rent and have whimsical names like The Red Door,
Grandma's Place, Heart's Repose, Persimmon Court and Stone Forest. The Red
Door, conveniently located on the main road wending its way through

Mutianyu up to the access point of the Great Wall, was where some of our
delegation slipped off dusty shoes at the entrance and felt the cool tile
welcome tired feet. It was a typical Jim style house with modern, functional
decor, bold splashes of color and warm sunlight that spilled through the
windows highlighting brick, stone, tile and wood. Jim's sense of place is
instinctive; he embellishes each home with visual feasts such as a small portal
in the brick or an exquisite zen garden.
A most impressive double page layout in the book depicts the Mutianyu home
of Julie Upton-Wang and her husband Peiming Wang. (Julie, a Shelburne Falls,
MA native, is the initiator of the sister village partnership between Mutianyu
and Shelburne Falls.) Julie, Peiming, Jim and his wife Tang Liang are partners in
the Schoolhouse venture. Like the other homes Jim has renovated, the
Upton-Wang home is comprised of an old farmhouse replete with original
kang; the new addition soars skyward, literally lifting the whole domicile to
new heights. Their elegant home, situated under a majestic protected crown
pine tree, is a masterful tribute to Jim's skills.
In all the Schoolhouse homes Jim has retained the original footprint and
wherever possible has utilized salvageable materials in the construction. Each
home has a unique view of the Great Wall. Many of the homes are furnished
with authentic antiques and handmade textiles, some of which have been
acquired by Jim's wife Liang, a textile collector.
Jim and Liang's own beautiful home is featured in the opening photographs of
the book. Their place is actually two peasant homes that are connected. Jim's
collection of pewter liquor pots lines the glass shelves in a newer section of the
house; his array of vintage mirrors reflects light from the shelves in his study.
It was the serendipitous meeting with a Great Wall vendor that originally
brought Jim and Liang to lease a traditional village farmhouse in the early
1990's. If it had not have been for that village vendor, Jim might not have had
a farmhouse that needed to be renovated.
One of the many things I admire about Jim is that he is a collector, a saver, a
person who cherishes history and the artifacts that define it. His homes, the

restaurants and the Brickyard retreat which was once a tile factory, all reflect
the care which was used to not only preserve a portion or all of the building,
but also to utilize as much as possible from the site. From the original
blackboards now used as a menu in the Schoolhouse restaurant to the
refractory bricks in the once bustling glazed tile factory, Jim salvages the most
common and often the most unusual elements of a former structure, deftly
infusing them with new life.
Jim's accomplishments have been heralded in Architectural Digest and his
bespoke Schoolhouse homes were selected by Wild China as one of the top
hotel sites in the country in the Best of China Awards for 2009. Now,
according to The Schoolhouse at Great Wall Mutianyu e-newsletter, Jim and
Liang's very own home was featured in the February 2014 issue of
Architectural Digest China. Many of the peasant homes that Jim renovated
were in need of restoration or were not being utilized, hence he saved them
from total disrepair. For almost two decades Jim's eco-friendly work has come
to span three adjacent villages and includes family homes, rental homes, three
restaurants, The Brickyard retreat or conference center and the crown jewel,
The Schoolhouse, replete with terrace top restaurant, glass blowing studio, a
welcoming courtyard, canteen, art room, a gift shop and western style
restrooms. On her recent visit to China, Michelle Obama and her daughters
were honored guests at the Schoolhouse, spending quality time with Julie,
Peiming, Jim and Liang. They enjoyed a special lunch and private tour of the
Schoolhouse and then, of course, a hike on the Great Wall.
Whether for business or pleasure, Jim's completed projects all share a sense
of place and a unique slice of history. The warm earthtones of Jim's homes
melt into the backdrop of the Great Wall, their facades dissolving in the clear
blue sky and the verdant rural countryside. Omnipresent, the Great Wall
transcends time itself and smiles down over all the homes that Jim has built.
This new book, Great Wall Style: Building Home with Jim Spear is a sister
village treasure.
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